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Railway Adventures and PTG Tours present

PORTUGAL
The Douro Valley and beyond

on a  RAIL, RIVER and WINE ADVENTURE



INTRODUCTION 
Portugal’s key location on the Western edge of Europe has enriched 
its character with layers of history and culture fitting with our Railway 
Adventures slogan as a “rail and culture” destination. A combination of 
modern and historic trains and fascinating towns and scenery, make 
this a most popular tour and whether you are in search of culture and 
antiquity, with fine architecture and interesting places to visit, or you 
enjoy travelling on scenic railways that climb impossible mountains you 
will be enthralled. You may even want to potter around at your leisure – 
there is something for everyone on this revealing adventure.

From our base in Regua, we explore the Douro Valley by rail and by boat, 
with a trip on a steam train through some of the most beautiful scenery in 
Portugal, visits to wine cellars to taste their excellent wines, travelling the 
whole length of the Douro Valley railway line with a visit to a pre-historic 
rock art location and ending our holiday with a cruise down the River 
Douro to Porto.

Our tour then moves to the central Beiras region of Portugal staying 
close to Coimbra’s historical quarter with views of the River Mondego. 
Highlights include the Roman city at Conimbriga, Mondego river boat trip, 
a Peninsular Wars 12-pointed star fort, the funicular and stunning beach 
at Nazaré, scenic Beira-Alta railway line, National forest at Buçaco, the 
Historic Train on the Vale do Vouga narrow-gauge lines and narrow-gauge 
railway museum, and a boat trip around the Ria de Aveiro canals. If you 
want “off the tourist track” then this one has it all.

UNESCO World Heritage Archaeological Park

HIGHLIGHTS
• Visit the renowned UNESCO World Heritage 

Archaeological Park and Museum at Vila 
Nova de Foz Côa

• Explore the vineyards at Quinta da Alvelada 
and the wine cellar Quinta das Murcas

• Travel on multiple heritage railways including 
the ‘Vouga narrow gauge rail line’ and the 
‘Beira-Alta’ railway line  

• Get thrilled by the spectacular scenery whilst 
sailing down the River Douro to Porto

• Lengthy stays 6 and 7 Nights at the same 
hotel in both Peso da Régua & Coimbra 
to explore the cities historical and cultural 
wonders and surrounds.  

• Enjoy many alternative activities for non-rail 
fans along the way, including sightseeing, 
shopping and visits to gardens 

• Stay in quality hotels, relish extraordinary 
culinary delights and travel all the way with 
your expert tour leader

MEET YOUR TOUR LEADER

David Gourlay  

David Gourlay – Born and bred in Scotland, David has lived in Lisbon, Portugal for the last 
20 years and has always enjoyed travelling, especially by train. His career in Scotland was in 
banking, helping him to be the careful organiser that he is today. He speaks Portuguese and 
German and has a special interest in Portugal, France, Austria and Sri Lanka.
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WHY TRAVEL WITH US
Railway Adventures offers a truly unique perspective on some of the world’s most spectacular holiday destinations, with the 
assurance that the journey is just as magical and unforgettable as what is discovered at the end of the line. 

WITH US, YOU CAN CONFIDENTLY EXPECT:

• Small group sizes — a small number of passengers per trip guarantees an intimate experience with less time spent 
queuing, more time with your guide, and better access to sightseeing destinations. 

• Unique itineraries — each itinerary has been meticulously developed by a team with great cultural awareness and many years’ 
knowledge of each destination. You are guaranteed to experience the best that each destination has to offer. 

• Authentic local experiences — whether it’s a little-known yet impressive steam railway, a small boutique hotel or an 
authentic restaurant, we know that you will experience something special on our tours. 

• Expert local guides and local operators — we employ local guides to share their passion and knowledge of the places they 
call home, while our partners on the ground offer us support and backup all the way. 

• Customer satisfaction — our testimonials speak for themselves. Thousands have travelled with us over the years and many 
come back year after year, often bringing friends along! On our customer satisfaction ratings over 97% would recommend 
us to others and/or travel with us again.    

• Fully-escorted — our team of tour leaders is experienced and capable, entertaining and considerate, and together with our 
local guides, have your needs well covered. They will help with everything along the way, giving you the peace of mind you need 
to soak up your surroundings. And you’ll find them jolly good company to boot! 

TOUR MAP
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SOME WAYS 
YOU’LL TRAVEL
We have selected a variety of highly 
acclaimed and unusual train trips, private 
luxury coaches for off-train travel, and other 
appealing ways of exploring this fascinating 
and ancient land. Here are just a few:

Vouga narrow gauge line

Sabor Narrow Gauge Line

Cruise on the Pocinho river and sail 
down the River Douro to Porto



Day 1 • Thursday 2 July: PORTO - PESO DA RÉGUA 
Arrive in Porto and we will transfer you to the hotel in the heart of the Duoro River Valley, your home for the next six nights. Enjoy the rest of the 
day to settle in or begin exploring this enticing city. This evening dinner is at the hotel. 

Overnight: Hotel Regua Douro, Régua (D)

Day 2 • Friday 3 July: REGUA - POCINHO - REGUA
In the morning we catch the regional train east along the river to the railway’s terminus at Pocinho. Until the late 1980s, the main line continued 
to the Spanish border at Barca d’Alva and at Pocinho the Sabor narrow gauge line branched off. You can still see a steam loco from that line that 
was abandoned in Pocinho when the line closed.

This is a superb scenic journey with stunning views, and we might catch sight of the rare Black Kite which still manages to survive in this remote 
area of Europe. From Pocinho we will make a short road trip to visit the UNESCO World Heritage Archaeological Park and Museum near the 
small town of Vila Nova de Foz Côa. As well as visiting the museum, with its spectacular views over the River Douro, we will also visit one of 
the prehistoric rock art sites, travelling 6 Km through the countryside in an all-terrain vehicle with an easy walk for the last 600 metres. Return to 
Regua by train. Lunch today is included at the restaurant in the museum.

Overnight: Hotel Regua Douro, Régua (B, L)

Day 3 • Saturday 4 July: REGUA - PINHAO - REGUA
Some free time in Régua this morning. Régua is the centre of the Port Wine industry and a visit to the excellent Douro Museum is recommended. 
Late morning our coach will collect us from the hotel to take us to Quinta da Pacheca, one of the local wines and port producers. Here we will have 
a guided visit of the wine cellar and production facilities, with the opportunity to taste their excellent wines with lunch, which is included in the visit.

In the afternoon, we join a restored steam-hauled vintage train, formed of five wooden bodied carriages dating from the 1920s.  We travel up 
the river through breath-taking scenery of terrace vineyards and olive trees, to the riverside station at Tua (about a 90-minute run). En-route we 
stop for water at the picturesque riverside town of Pinhão. Use the time here to see the famous tiled pictures, dating from 1938, that decorate 
the station. Many of the most famous names in port production have quintas (port lodges) close to the railway station which is decorated with 
dazzling tile panels depicting scenes from bygone days of port production. On board, we are treated to traditional singing and served local 
delicacies and port wine. After a break, we return on the steam hauled special to Regua.

Overnight: Hotel Regua Douro, Régua (B, L)

Day 4 • Sunday 5 July: REGUA - POCHINO
This morning we once again catch the regional train east along the river to the railway’s terminus at Pocinho. At Pocinho we join our river cruiser 
and sailing down the river we pass through three of the dams built in the 1970s and 1980s to tame this once wild river. One of the locks we pass 
through is 32 metres deep and is an unforgettable experience. This is a stunning part of the valley with steep terraced vineyards and dramatic rock 
cliffs and is probably the most stunning stretch of the river. A full three course lunch with wine is served on board and included in your tour price.
Overnight: Hotel Regua Douro, Régua (B, L)

Day 5 • Monday 6 July: REGUA - PENAFIEL - AMARANTE - REGUA
We have another chance to see the Douro from the train as we head back west to Penafiel. Our coach will be waiting to take us the short distance 
to the vineyards at Quinta da Aveleda, one of the region’s top Vinho Verde estates with its fine gardens. Look out for the Goat Tower and the 
Old Wine Lodge. After a guided walk through their beautiful gardens, we are taken to their dining room where we will be served an excellent 
three-course lunch with the chance to taste some of their excellent green wines. From here we transfer by road to the pretty riverside town of 
Amarante, one of the gems of northern Portugal. Rows of 17th-century mansions with their brightly painted balconies line the narrow streets. 
There will be time to visit the Monastery and other sites during our walk through the town. We return to Regua by train from Livração station, 
arriving early evening.

Overnight: Hotel Regua Douro, Régua (B, L)

Day 6 • Tuesday 7 July: REGUA - TUA - REGUA
A short train journey to begin the day as we alight at the first station east of Régua, Covelinhas. Here we find ourselves at Quinta das Murças, a 
wine cellar on the banks of the River Douro. We will be shown their production plant and the tanks where the grapes are crushed and then the 
best part, actually tasting some of their excellent produce. After our visit, we once again join the train to go to Tua station and lunch in the well-
known Calça Curta restaurant. Their specialities are venison and wild-boar, and of course drinks (house wine, beer and soft drinks) are included. 
Return to Régua after lunch for a relaxing afternoon in the town.

Overnight: Hotel Regua Douro, Régua (B, L)

Day 7 • Wednesday 8 July: REGUA - PORTO
One of the highlights of the holiday, we sail down the River Douro to Porto. We pass through two dams, firstly the spectacular Carrapatelo Dam. 
The lock in this dam will take us down 35 metres, one of the deepest locks in Western Europe and an unforgettable experience. Later we pass 
through the relatively small Crestuma-Lever Dam, as we start to see more settlements and finally the city of Porto. The approach to Porto is 
spectacular as we pass under a series of bridges, including the iconic Maria Pia railway bridge and the Dom Luis I two-level bridge. After docking 
we will make the short journey to our hotel. The afternoon & evening are at leisure. 

Overnight: City Central Hotel TBC, Porto (B, L)

Day 8 • Thursday 9 July: PORTO - COIMBRA
This morning is at leisure to explore a little of this fascinating city as you wish. Armed with your transport pass you will have a free day in Portugal’s 
second city, Porto. The “Ribeira” district down by the river is one of the most picturesque scenes in Portugal. Make sure you cross the river by the 
Dom Luis I bridge to the city of Vila Nova de Gaia, home to the wine cellars of most of the famous brands of port wine. For transport fans, Porto has 
an extensive modern metro and your ticket is valid on the whole system. There are also historic trams and an excellent tram museum.

This afternoon transfer by train to Coimbra. Coimbra is the Oxford or Cambridge of Portugal, with the best and oldest University in the country 
dominating the skyline. The city holds an affection with the Portuguese people like no other. The name Coimbra coming from the nearby Roman 
city of Conimbriga. Finally freed from Moorish occupation in 1064, Coimbra became the capital of Portugal when King Afonso Henriques moved 
it south from Guimarães in 1139. For visitors, it still holds a wealth of historic interest. 

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B)



Day 9 • Friday 10 July:  COIMBRA
After breakfast meet our local guide for our walk around the historic centre. Coimbra’s two cathedrals lie in the shadow of the hilltop university. 
The Sé Velha (old cathedral) is regarded as one of the finest Romanesque buildings in Portugal, celebrating in stone the victory over the Moors 
in 1064. The Sé Nova (new cathedral) was founded in 1598. The Museu Machado de Castro is based around the lovely courtyards of the 
former bishops’ palace and contains some of Portugal’s finest sculpture, including medieval pieces. Also present are furnishings, paintings and 
vestments from the 12th-20th centuries. An interesting feature is a maze of underground Roman passages containing Roman sculpture and 
artefacts. The afternoon is free for your own exploration when we recommend the fine Botanical Gardens in the shadow of a section of the 16th 
century aqueduct. The gardens cover 50 acres and were created in 1772 by the Marquês de Pombal and include a large tropical glasshouse. 
Tonight, we will have our welcome dinner in the hotel for those who have just joined. 

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B, D)

Day 10 • Saturday 11 July: COIMBRA - VOUGA - COIMBRA
Today we head north by train to the Vouga narrow gauge rail line. After being stored in Regua for many years, the metre-gauge Vintage Train 
has been brought back into service on the Vouga Line, and today we will take a step back in time to travel on the original rolling stock along this 
scenic, but often forgotten, line. For so long threatened with closure, it managed to hang on, and is now having a renaissance due to the presence 
of this train. A visit to Macinhata museum is included. At the time of going to print, the train was being hauled by diesel loco 9004. However, 
steam loco E214 has been moved to this line, so we are hopeful that she will be ready to haul our train today. Note: if for any reason the historic 
train is not running today, we will still visit the line, but use the service trains instead.

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B)

Day 11 • Sunday 12 July: COIMBRA - CONIMBRIGA - MEALHADA - COIMBRA
In the morning our coach takes us the short distance to visit the Roman remains at Conimbriga – the largest and most excavated Roman site 
in Portugal. Remains include one of the largest houses discovered in the Western Roman Empire. This opulent villa, known as the Casa de 
Cantaber, is built around ornamental pools in superb colonnaded gardens, with its own bath complex and sophisticated heating system. You will 
also get to see some of the finest mosaics anywhere in Europe. We then travel to the small town of Mealhada, famous for its “Leitão” (suckling 
pig) restaurants for lunch in one of the oldest and most traditional restaurants there before joining a river boat for a cruise along the Mondego 
River. Remainder of the day is free for your exploration of Coimbra.

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B, L)

Day 12 • Monday 13 July: COIMBRA - LEIRIA - ALCOBACA - NAZARE - COIMBRA
Leaving Coimbra after breakfast, we take the Linha do Oeste line and head south to pass through the important regional town of Leiria. This line 
is a quaint country line retaining a lot of its un-modernised charm. Our destination is the inland station of Valado-Nazaré-Alcobaça. We will be 
met by our luxury coach which will take us the short distance to the town of Alcobaça and the stunning UNESCO World Heritage monastery. 
After free time to visit this spectacular monument, we drive down to the coast and the fine beach resort of Nazaré with its glorious sandy bay 
backed by steep cliffs. High above the town is the Ermida da Memória, reached by a funicular railway dating from 1889. Local legend has it that 
here is the site where the Virgin Mary saved the King from falling off the cliff during a deer hunt in 1182. We will have time in Nazaré for our own 
exploration, lunch or relaxing on the beach. We return to Coimbra by train arriving back at the hotel in time for dinner.

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B)

Day 13 • Tuesday 14 July: COIMBRA - GUARDA - ALMEIDA - COIMBRA 
We catch an electric loco hauled inter-city train (first class seats) for our journey along the scenic Beira-Alta railway line – one of the finest in 
Portugal – as we climb up into the Serra da Estrela mountains. Our destination is the old frontier town of Guarda. From here we travel by coach 
(approx. 25 miles) to the delightfully preserved border town of Almeida. The formidable defences of this town are in the form of a 12-pointed star. 
In 1810 this town featured heavily in the Peninsular Wars and was seized back from the French by the Duke of Wellington. We have plenty of time 
for lunch and for our own exploration of the town which includes a fine 17th century church, one of Portugal’s oldest alms-houses and military 
history including soldiers’ barracks and the armoury. In mid-afternoon, we have a shorter coach transfer to the border station at Vilar Formoso 
for a local train back to Guarda. From Guarda we return to Coimbra on the Inter-City service.

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B)

Day 14 • Wednesday 15 July: COIMBRA - BUCACO - AVEIRO - COIMBRA
A rail free day today as we visit an ancient forest, have a farewell lunch at a historic hotel and then end the day with a leisurely cruise. First our 
coach will take us north (about 20 miles) to the National Forest of Buçaco. This is a magical place which was a monastic retreat as early as the 
6th century. In 1628 the Carmelites built a house here, walling in the forest to keep the world at bay. In the secluded forest, the monks established 
contemplative walks, chapels and a unique collection of over 700 species of tree. Today the forest remains pretty much untouched with the 
fabulous Buçaco Forest Hotel at its centre. We can visit the forest, the remains of the Carmelite monastery (including a cell that Wellington slept 
in) and see the Fonte Fria cascade. We will have our fine “farewell” lunch at the hotel. Mid-afternoon we re-join our coach to travel to Aveiro, also 
known as the Venice of Portugal. The town has a series of canals and fine Art Nouveau mansions. At the Ria de Aveiro lagoon, which covers 25 
square miles, we join a boat trip to explore this unique backwater. This is known as the Rota da Luz “route of light” running between gleaming 
salt flats, pale beaches and sparkling ocean. We return to Coimbra early evening.

Overnight: Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra (B, L)

Day 15 • Thursday 16 July: COIMBRA - LISBON 
This morning we travel to Lisbon for our flights home or perhaps you wish to stay additional days for your own exploration of this area of Portugal. 

Overnight: Lisbon (B) 

Day 16 • Friday 17 July: LISBON - DEPART  

Please Note: This tour does have a lot of walking, including hills and steps. Some Portuguese railway stations still have low platforms.



WHAT’S INCLUDED
• 15 nights’ accommodation in comfortable, centrally 

located hotels 
• Breakfast daily, 8 Lunch’s & 2 Dinners.  
• Luxury chartered coach, with luggage transport
• Comprehensive sightseeing with expert local 

guides 
• Airport transfers on arrival and departure 
• All excursions and entrance fees to attractions, as 

listed in the itinerary 
• Airport transfers on arrival in Porto  

WHAT WE DON’T INCLUDE
• International flights
• Airport transfers on departure
• Meals and services not mentioned in itinerary
• All other personal expenses such as drinks, phone 

calls, laundry services, camera fees where applicable 
• Excursions listed as optional and extra in the brochure 

 FITNESS RATING
                Two ‘Locos’ - fitness rating

Porto

Maria Pia 

Douro Railway



SOME PLACES YOU’LL STAY
Hand-picked hotels and resorts based on location, customer 
feedback, value and atmosphere. Here’s a selection:

Hotel Regua Douro, Regua

Hotel Central, Porto

Hotel Vila Galé, Coimbra

SUGGESTED FLIGHTS 
We have suggested flights for this itinerary depending on 
your departure point from Australia, any preferred stopovers 
en-route and/or your planned pre- and post-tour activities. 
We can also investigate your preferred airline and offer you 
a solution based on connection times and prices. Contact 
1300 800 977 to discuss your options. 

HOW TO BOOK
Download a booking form from our website and follow the 
easy steps to getting on board.  Alternatively, contact us on 
1300 800 977 or info@railwayadventures.com if you’d prefer a 
form be sent to you. Complete the form and submit it, along 
with your $1000 pp deposit to secure your place on the tour. 

DETAILS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
We endeavour to have all the details of our tours correct 
at the time of printing. However, sometimes factors beyond 
our control may affect the final inclusions and prices. 
These factors may include, but not be limited to; significant 
fluctuations in currency exchange rates, individual hotel/
restaurant decisions that may affect bookings; weather 
events forcing a change of itinerary; unexpected trackwork 
on rail lines, unexpected closure of site attractions and so 
forth. Therefore, items mentioned in the brochure such as 
quoted prices, hotels and inclusions are subject to change. 
If a change is imposed on us, we will endeavour to ensure 
the substitute is of the same quality that you’ve paid for. 

TOUR PACE / LEVEL OF FITNESS
Our itineraries are designed to make the most of each 
destination, so a reasonable amount of activity is built into 
most days, which is why we call them adventures. Our 
philosophy is to offer you the best experience possible, 
while leaving you, our guest, the flexibility to pace yourself 
and choose how much or how little you want to do. Each 
Railway Adventures tour incorporates periods of free time 
for your own exploration and relaxation.

While you don’t need to be a ‘gym junky’, a reasonable 
level of fitness is required for most of our tours. The ability 
to manage your own luggage, get on and off all manner 
of trains and coaches, walk for extended periods, stand 
comfortably, and climb steps and stairs will ensure you get 
the maximum enjoyment from your adventure.  

ADDITIONAL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
In addition to assisting with flight suggestions and 
bookings, we can also give you some ideas of what you 
could do before and after your Railway Adventure.  

We can also organise your all-important Travel Insurance 
for you.  Call our office on 1300 800 977 if you would like to 
discuss options.
  
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
For more information on factors such as travel insurance 
requirements, fitness levels, fees and charges, tour 
cancellations, payment schedules and so on, please refer to 
our Terms and Conditions, which accompany the booking 
form. They can also be found on our website.

PRICE
Per person twin share................................ $4,985
Single supplement ........................................ $980
Deposit (per person) .......$1000 at time of booking
Final payment due by ......................2nd May 2020



THE RAILWAY ADVENTURES STORY
Railway Adventures was launched in 2012 by well-known Australian TV personality and self-confessed rail fan, Scott McGregor. A lifelong passion for travel has taken 
Scott to scores of countries and his preference for rail has seen him exploring many of the world’s great train journeys, confirming his belief that the most relaxing, 
romantic and engaging way to see a country is by rail.  He even has his own life-sized, fully-restored opulent train accommodation atop the Great Dividing Range 
near Mudgee, offering guests a rare and special bush retreat experience. You can obtain more information about this unique guest house at www.stayinatrain.com

Since 2012 Railway Adventures has thrilled and delighted more than 1500 travellers on over 120 tours from Sweden to Sri Lanka, Tasmania to Transylvania, Britain 
to Burma, Venice to Vietnam and all manner of shorter adventures in our own wonderful country.  Scott’s numerous rail-themed TV documentaries, his ongoing 
involvement in rail heritage and his extensive connections with private train owners around the world, guarantee that every Railway Adventures tour is exclusive, 
entertaining and authentic. 01 March  2020.

MEET OUR TRAVEL PARTNERS
“PTG tours: unique holidays since 1998” - PTG Tours have an unrivalled reputation as one of the 
world’s leading companies offering rail-based holidays full of Culture and Heritage. Their customers 
travel with them time and time again, knowing that they will have a “holiday of a lifetime” every time. 
For a number of years now Railway Adventures has partnered with PTG tours on very successful tours 
to Cuba, Alaska and in 2019 to Southern France. 2020 will see Railway Adventures and PTG expanding 
their collaboration with several new destinations including the Western USA and Sardinia and Corsica 
as well as a repeat of this revealing and easy adventure to Southern France.

TRAVEL ACCREDITED LIC #A14416

1300 800 977   railwayadventures.com

YOUR TRAVEL AGENT


